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Harley Davidson:
The MY18 Revolution
Fapi Motors’ mission statement has always been to provide
their esteemed clients with excellent customer service and
the latest products on the market.
Harley Davidson riders are in for a treat with the launch of
the MY18 models. During the launch in Milwaukee on 22nd
August, Paul James, manager of product portfolio for Harley
Davidson said; ‘The new 2018 line-up reflects our mission to
attract current riders and inspire new ones’.
Bearing in mind that continuity has always been considered
an important factor in Harley Davidson’s history, with the
new MY18 models, the brand wanted to encapsulate an
interpretation of Harley-Davidson’s history and authenticity
with a modern touch. The Softail models now include;
The Low Rider
The Softail Slim
The Fat Boy
The Heritage Classic

The Superlow
Iron 883™
The 1200 Custom

The Superlow 1200T
The XL 1200X Forty-Eight®
The 1200CX Roadster™

Prospective clients who purchase any Sportster model
during this campaign on a cash basis, will be given an
additional €500 to spend on Harley Davidson accessories
of their choice.
Get ready to experience a thrill like never before – riders
can put their minds at rest that they won’t be disappointed.
The styling, the power, the adrenaline rush...the Sportster
truly lives up to its legacy.

The Deluxe
The Fat Bob
The Street Bob
The Breakout Classic

The major differences in the MY18 models lie in the frame
and the engine. The Dyna® line has been discontinued
and it now falls under the Softail range. The new frame
has been designed in such a way that it is lighter, simpler
and stiffer.
Additionally, new dual-counterbalanced Milwaukee-Eight®
107 and 114 engines have been introduced to add more
power to the vehicle than ever before.
Each model is also guaranteed to be equipped with features
having the most advanced technology.
Paul James further remarked that the focus was to take ‘the
total rider experience to a higher level, where authenticity,
heritage and soul meet the modern edge of technology
for a ride that must be felt to be achieved.’
Harley Davidson has more surprises in store for the fans
– the celebrate 60 years of Sportster, special gifts are
being given out on new orders from the Sportster range
that includes;
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Domino’s Malta:
In it for the Long Haul!
Just four months ago, Famalco Group let the cat out the bag that Domino’s is finally opening an outlet in Malta. What a
journey it has been since then! Who would’ve thought that of all places in Europe, the new Birkirkara outlet was going
to break the Domino’s European sales order record during the first week of operations?!
From the start of this journey, people were ecstatic. GIFs, pictures & videos
continuously received positive reactions and comments. Since then, the hype
never stopped. Before the location was revealed, the Domino’s Page received
an overwhelming amount of messages from the public, asking where the outlet
will be situated and when it will finally be open for business.
It is fair to say that the Domino’s Malta team kept the public anticipated to
the point where some didn’t believe the hype. Nevertheless, Domino’s Malta
kept bringing their best foot forward to convince the doubters that this was
in fact the real deal.

Nowadays Domino’s Malta has a state-of-the-art commissary that has been praised
by the DPI personnel who visited the place - but are you curious to know
how the final project came together? The disposal of the previous owner’s
belongings and cleaning works started around July/August 2016. During these
months, Fulani properties project managment team finished the drawings and
finalised the layout and architecture.
This was followed by the issuing of tenders and discussions with prospective
contractors. Construction works for modifications to the existing buildings
were carried out during September 2016 and February 2017.
Moreover, the contractor started the service works with the laying of pipes
and the connection to drainage. Once the subfloor was ready, the works
progressed with the laying of cables, the lighting, the erection of gypsum
walls as well as the separation of areas, the painting, the laying of water pipe
work, the ventilation system, the air-conditioning system and so on.
To conclude the job, the soffit works were last to be carried out and eventually
the branding works followed between August/September 2017.
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The official Domino’s Malta page has up to almost 13,000 likes and continuously keeps receiving them every day.
Additionally, the live countdown timer that was posted just days before the official opening was received well by the public.
The video that was launched on the opening day received almost 30,000 views. People have been sharing their
pictures on Facebook, Instagram and Snapchat of their orders arriving at the comfort of their home or of themselves
dining at the restaurant. What’s more, a customer managed to record a video of a flash mob that was taking place on
the premises!
For a company to be as successful as Domino’s Malta is proving to
be, the current Domino’s Malta has been trained accordingly
to be able to deliver the best customer service possible.
The preperation of the dough is the perfect example that
illustrates this. The dough is freshly prepared on a daily
basis to ensure that the outlet meets the same standards
that are praised in other outlets around the world.
Technology has also been an integral component to
Domino’s Malta - not only to be able to market the
company very effectively, but it was also useful to the
public to be able to order through the Domino’s Malta
App or Website.
Many brains were involved in making Domino’s Malta a
reality. Thanks to everyone who has in any way contributed
to the success Domino’s Malta is currently enjoying.
It is clear from the milestones they’ve achieved during the last few
weeks that they’re well and truly in it for the long haul!
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Human
Resources
Notice Board
Paul Calleja

01st

Tsanev Tsanko Dimov

01st

Darrell Galea

02nd

Matthew Psaila

02nd

Marco Galea

04th

Janice Borġ

07th

Owen Gouder

12th

Frank Borġ

12th

Johann Falzon

14th

Adaka O. Raphael

15th

Katya Catania

15th

Jean Karl Zammit

17th

Giovanni Benedetto

20th

Frances Magri

23rd

Stephanie Gerada

23rd

Stefanov S. Ivanov

24th

Clive Portelli

28th

Isabel Fsadni

29th

Mathieu Cilia

30th

Salvatore Xerri

30th

Birthdays
in October

Quote of the Month
If you want to conquer fear, don’t sit home and
think about it. Go out and get busy.
-Dale Carnegie-

New Recruits in September 2017

Frances Magri

Matthew Psaila

Leon Rapa

Charlon Mifsud

Spot Sales &
Delivery Person,
Fruitland

Group HR &
Development Leader,
FHC

Warehouse &
Delivery Person,
Fruitland

Warehouse & Delivery Person,
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.

Valentina Cassar

Abigail Zammit

Alexander Galea

Administration Clerk,
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.

Administration Clerk,
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.

Yard Labourer,
Fahrenheit Freight
Forwarders Co. Ltd.
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